
A  GUIDE  TO  MAKING  PERFECT

COOKIES  FROM  SCRATCH  -  INCLUDING

DIETARY  VAR IAT IONS

SUGAR COOKIES

A D E L A I D E   B A K E S



CLASSIC
GINGERBREAD
COOKIES

INGREDIENTS

250 g unsalted butter, softened

200 g soft brown sugar

250 ml golden syrup

2 egg yolks                          

800 g plain flour

2 teaspoons bi-carb soda

2 tablespoons ground ginger

2 tablespoons cinnamon

 

PREP TIME: 15 MIN 
+ ROLLING & CUTTING 
RESTING TIME: I HOUR 45
BAKE TIME: 17-20 MIN
TOTAL TIME:  APPROX 2 HOURS

DIRECTIONS

2. In the bowl of a food processor or stand mixer add
the butter and brown sugar and blitz or beat with a
paddle attachment until combined and smooth. Add in
the egg yolks and golden syrup and beat or blitz until
completely incorporated. Scrape down the sides of the
bowl to be sure everything is combined.

1. Sift the flour together with the spices  & bi-carb soda,
set aside.

3. Add the flour, bi carb soda, ground ginger and
cinnamon in 2 - 3 batches and mix until completely
combined. scrape down the sides of the bowl once again
to be sure the flour is fully incorporated.

4. Pour the mixture out of the bowl onto a clean work
surface and work together with the palm of your hand.
The dough will feel very soft at this stage. Bring the
dough together and wrap tightly in cling film.
Refrigerate for an hour or until the dough feels firm.

6.Preheat oven to 150°C ( 300°F ) and line baking trays
with baking paper.
 

5. Roll the dough on a silicone mat or between 2 sheets
of baking paper and stamp out desired cookie shapes.
Refrigerate again for 10 minutes before transferring
cookies onto a lined baking tray and refrigerating for a
further 50 - 60 minutes. 
 

Continue rolling and cutting shapes until all of your
dough has been used. I roll this dough out a maximum
of 3 times..

KITCHEN TOOL KIT

Mixer or food processor

Spatula

Silicone mat ( I use 40 x 30 cm )

Guide rails ( I use 6 mm ) 

Rolling pin

Assorted cookie cutters

 
7. Bake cookies for 18 - 20 minutes or until the cookies
have a slight golden tinge to the edges.

8. Remove from the oven and cool for 10 minutes on
the baking tray before removing cookies onto a wire
cooling rack to cool completely.
 
 

MAKES:

Approx. 45 cookies
This recipe can easily be halved if
less cookies are required 
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VANILLA
SUGAR
COOKIES

INGREDIENTS

225 g unsalted butter, softened

220 g castor sugar

25 g custard powder

1 extra large egg                         

1/4 tsp salt

1 tsp vanilla extract

485 g plain flour

1/4 tsp baking powder

(optional) lemon, orange or lime zest

 

PREP TIME: 15 MIN 
+ ROLLING & CUTTING 
RESTING TIME: I HOUR 45
BAKE TIME: 17-20 MIN
TOTAL TIME:  APPROX 2 HOURS

DIRECTIONS

2. In the bowl of a food processor or stand mixer add
the butter, castor sugar, salt, custard powder, vanilla
and zest (if using) blitz or beat with a paddle
attachment until combined and smooth, this will only
take 3-4 minutes.
 

Add in the egg and continue to beat or blitz until
completely incorporated. Scrape down the sides of the
bowl to be sure everything is combined.

1. Sift the flour together with baking powder, set aside.

3. Add the sieved flour in 2 - 3 batches and mix until
completely combined. scrape down the sides of the bowl
once again to be sure the flour is fully incorporated.

4. Pour the mixture out of the bowl onto a clean work
surface and work together with the palm of your hand.
The dough might feel very dry at this stage, keep
working everything together until it forms a smooth ball
of dough.

6. Preheat oven to 150°C ( 300°F )
 

5. Roll the dough out using guide rails on a silicone mat
or between 2 sheets of baking paper and stamp out
your desired cookie shapes. 
 

Refrigerate the stamped dough for 10 minutes before
transferring the cut cookies onto a lined baking tray and
refrigerating for 50 - 60 minutes or freezing for 30 - 45
min.
 

Continue rolling and cutting shapes until all of your
dough has been used. I roll this dough out a maximum
of 3 times.

KITCHEN TOOL KIT
Mixer or food processor

Spatula

Silicone mat ( I use 40 x 30 cm )

Guide rails ( I use 6 mm ) 

Rolling pin

Assorted cookie cutters

 
7. Bake cookies for 18 - 20 minutes or until the cookies
have a slight golden tinge to the edges.

8. Cool cookies for 10 minutes on the baking tray
before removing onto a wire cooling rack to cool
completely.
 

MAKES:

Approx. 24 - 30 cookies
This recipe can easily be halved if
less cookies are required 
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CHOCOLATE
SUGAR
COOKIES

INGREDIENTS

230 g unsalted butter, softened

230 g castor sugar

20 g custard powder

65 g cocoa powder

1 extra large egg                         

1/4 tsp salt

1 tsp vanilla extract

400 g plain flour

1/4 tsp baking powder

 

PREP TIME: 15 MIN 
+ ROLLING & CUTTING 
RESTING TIME: I HOUR 45
BAKE TIME: 17-20 MIN
TOTAL TIME:  APPROX 2 HOURS

DIRECTIONS

2. In the bowl of a food processor or stand mixer add
the butter, castor sugar, salt, vanilla and custard
powder, blitz or beat with a paddle attachment until
combined and smooth, this will only take 3-4 minutes.
 

Add in the egg and continue to beat or blitz until
completely incorporated. Scrape down the sides of the
bowl to be sure everything is combined.

1. Sift the flour together with the cocoa powder and
baking powder, set aside.

3. Add the sieved flour and cocoa  in 2 - 3 batches and
mix until completely combined. scrape down the sides of
the bowl once again to be sure the flour is fully
incorporated.

4. Pour the mixture out of the bowl onto a clean work
surface and work together with the palm of your hand.
The dough might feel very dry at this stage, keep
working everything together until it forms a smooth ball
of dough.

6. Preheat oven to 150°C ( 300°F )

5. Roll the dough out using guide rails on a silicone mat
or between 2 sheets of baking paper and stamp out
your desired cookie shapes. 
 

Refrigerate the stamped dough for 10 minutes before
transferring the cut cookies onto a lined baking tray and
refrigerating for 50 - 60 minutes or freezing for 30 - 45
min.
 

Continue rolling and cutting shapes until all of your
dough has been used. I roll this dough out a maximum
of 3 times.

KITCHEN TOOL KIT
Mixer or food processor

Spatula

Silicone mat ( I use 40 x 30 cm )

Guide rails ( I use 6 mm ) 

Rolling pin

Assorted cookie cutters

7. Bake cookies for 18 - 20 minutes or until the cookies
have a slight golden tinge to the edges.

8. Cool cookies for 10 minutes on the baking tray
before removing onto a wire cooling rack to cool
completely.
 

MAKES:

Approx. 25 - 30 cookies
This recipe can easily be halved if
less cookies are required 
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DIETARY
ALTERNATIVES

GLUTEN FREE

Replace the flour, custard powder and baking powder with your favourite gluten free
alternatives. 
 

Keep the weights and measures of all the ingredients exactly the same and follow the recipe
as normal.
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DAIRY FREE

Replace the butter in the recipe with a dairy free alternative, I have used Nutellex with great
success.
 

Increase the weight of plain flour by 30 grams
 

Keep the weights and measures of all the other ingredients exactly the same and follow the
recipe as normal.

VEGAN ( DAIRY & EGG FREE )

Replace the butter in the recipe with a dairy free alternative. I have used Nutellex with great
success.
 

Replace the egg in the recipe with an egg replacer / substitute. I used Orgran 'No Egg' egg
replacer following the instructions on the packet, 1 teaspoon powder to 2 tbs (40ml) water.
 

Check the ingredient label of the custard powder to be sure it contains no animal products.
Fosters custard powder is starch based.
 

Increase the weight of plain flour by 30 grams
 
 

Keep the weights and measures of all the other ingredients exactly the same and follow the
recipe as normal.

CONFETTI COOKIES

Once the flour has been added into the recipe or any of the variations above, sprinkles, mini
choc chips or nuts can be added. I'd suggest no more than 1 cup per batch of cookie dough. I
used Over the Top brand Edible Confetti in these cookies.
 

Knead in with the dough, then roll, cut, chill and bake cookies as per the recipe.



HINTS & TIPS
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BEFORE YOUR BEGIN

Weigh all of your ingredients correctly using digital scales
 
Bring the egg and butter to room temperature for 30 minutes before using. On very cold
days you may need to soften the butter in short 5 second bursts in the microwave. The
butter shouldn't be melted.

MAKING THE DOUGH

The butter, sugar and egg only need to be beaten until the mixture is combined and there
are no lumps of butter remaining. Be mindful that over beating can incorporate too much
air that can cause spreading.

RESTING AND CHILLING

CHILLING COOKIE DOUGH HAS 3 MAIN BENEFITS
 

1. Use of less flour for short & tender cookies
 

2. Butter has the chance to firm up again, this helps reduce spread in the hot oven
 

3. The dough can be re-rolled up top 3 times as the gluten in the recipe is given time to
relax.
The cookie dough shoud be chilled for a minimum of 1 hour once your cookie shapes have
been cut.
The unbaked dough or rolled / cut cookie shapes can be frozen for up to 3 months in a
tightly sealed container.

THE WEATHER

The weather can affect the consistency of the cookie dough. Hot & humid days can make
the dough very dry, crumbly and difficult to work with. 
 
I recommend chilling your dough for 20 - 30 min before rolling to make the dough easier to
handle. 

STORAGE AND SHELFLIFE

Baked cookies should be cooled completely before storing. 
 

Baked & decorated cookies can be stacked in an air tight container, lined with kitchen towel
for up to 2 weeks.
 

Layers of decorated cookies should be divided by kitchen towel to absorb any butter that
seeps from the cookie bases. 
 



HINTS & TIPS
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ROLLING YOUR COOKIE DOUGH

Roll your cookie dough on a lightly floured silicone mat for
ease. 
 

I use 6mm guide rails on either side of my cookie dough to
maintain an even thickness for each cookie. 

CUTTING YOUR SHAPES

SMOOTHING AIR POCKETS

Once the dough has been rolled to an even thickness, dip your
selected cutter into flour and cut the shapes out immediately.
 
Chill the dough on the silicone sheet for 10 minutes and allow the
dough to firm up slightly
 
 

TRANSFERRING YOUR COOKIES

If you have a second silicone mat, lay this on top of the cut cookies
and confidently flip the entire sheet over.
 
Peel the base silicone mat gently away from the chilled cookies.
 
This method is fantastic for transferring cookies of odd shapes with
small parts that generally tend to fall off, as the dough is chilled
the cookies maintain their shape perfectly.
 
 

Air bubbles may form on the surface of the cookies as they're
baking, this is completely normal.
 
To flatten any air pockets simply smooth over the warm, baked
cookies with a fondant smoother when they are fresh out of the
oven. This will give you a perfectly smooth blank canvas for
decorating.
 
Cool cookies completely for 3-4 hours before storing or decorating.
 


